Hits 1000
Let’s get Started

Who We Are?
In short, Hits 1000, is the on-going AI technology
allows us to offer you with unprecedented
services:
1- Unlimited traffic
2- Fast reaction, weeks instead of months or years

Our Guarantee
We Provide you with an
unprecedented guarantee, we deliver
specific minimum traffic or we don’t
charge You , it is free if we fail to
deliver.

Hits 1000 is…
A Multi-National Company, Our Main office is in The United States, But we
have Footprints in different Countries
USA
Canada
Australia
New Zealand
Italy
Philippines
Mexico
Thailand
And Much More….

Important Facts..
There are 5 important elements for
you to succeed in business:
1- Traffic
2- Product
3- Price
4- Presentation
5- Closing

traffic

Product

Price

Presentation

Closing

Our technology allows us to
offer you with
unprecedented services:
1.Unlimited traffic
2.Fast reaction, weeks
instead of months or years
3.And best of all, we deliver
or it is free
So even if you fail more
than once to generate good
traffic from our leads
technology keeps on
bringing you more and more
people so you can keep on
correcting your mistakes
over and over until you get
it right and succeed in your
business. This is what we do
for you, you do the
Rest

Your products or services
are of paramount
importance; your visitors
must want what you
have to offer. It is
obvious right? But even
if you fail here, because
we keep on bringing you
people you can correct
the issue. How good is it
that you have the best
product but no one
comes?

All these visitors
found you
online, so if your
price is not
competitive,
they can just as
easy find your
competitors.

You must be
able to explain
quickly and
clearly what
you offer

How will you
deliver, get
paid, etc, this
is probably
the easiest
but just as
important.

Here is What we Do...
Different layers of Marketing, With Affordable
Prices , Feasible, Quick & Effective
We work on different layers of marketing
1- Search Engine Optimization
2- Lead generation
3- Web Robotics Software

1- Enhancing the way your (Website, page...Etc) is appearing
2- Improving the relevancy of the keywords that describes your
service
3- Updating your Website to always match Google criteria’s &
Algorithms
4- Making sure there is no technical Errors or issues with your
website that could be a bottle neck or obstacle that prevents the
website from having the right presence
5- Placing you in front of the right audience in the right times
6- When someone searches online for your products/services,
your website will be found on thousands of search engines and
directories
7- Which will help you have a great push and be few steps ahead
of your competitors

Plan:
we Need to ask the Following Questions
1- What products or services do you want to promote?
2- What are your most profitable products?
3- What are your highest volume products?
Keywords:
1- We create an intuitive keyword list of phrases that you give us
2- we evaluate of the keywords
3- we do keywords analysis
4- we look at those keywords and add more phrases and keywords which you might
have missed.
Competition:
1- Using the top 2-3 keywords
2- we look at which websites are getting the first page rankings on every popular
search engine.
3- How many pages do their sites have?
4- How many back links does each site have.
5- This will give us an idea of the level of competition you will be facing
6- From that we put or program to scope the competition and learn from said
competitors.

Website:
1-We evaluate your website against your plan
2-and your top competition,
3-We list the main differences and input it in our program.
Content:
1-After we’ve spent some time evaluating your site
2-After we create your keyword bucket based upon what we’ve read,
3-we ask ourselves what is a better way to describe Your site.
4-You’ll notice that you’ll probably tell yourself a lot of what you read on your
own site.
5-But just because you may understand your content and technical jargon, it
doesn’t mean others will.
6-This is where our program comes in it evaluates your content and the
competitors content and creates simpler content that future visitors will grasp
better.

Back Linking:
We use our program build traffic to our customer’s pages using web directories,
articles, blog postings, etc. Linking back to our customer’s site and use the targeted
keyword(s) for that page. Back linking works best when you have a natural longterm consistent rate of new links coming in. All back linking to our customers sites
happen 100% naturally, we do not farm them.

Measure:
We set-up a measurement systems, with our program which evaluates in advance
so it can assess the success of your SEO efforts. This includes all the traffic details
presented in a simple back office panel.
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20,000
First
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Third
120,000
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If we Fail to Deliver a total of

You Would Have A Full Refund for Your Money

Month

Month

Hits, Within a period of 90 Days

1- Hits 1K searches online for prospects that match the
business “perfect client” profile.
2- Hits 1K initiates contact with said prospect either by
email or phone and delivers the business’ message.
3- When the prospect responds the business gets it
directly.
4- Every lead is sent from the interested party directly to
the business in real time, so they are always fresh, they
are always hot.
5- No database involved in this system, you cannot get
better customers any other way.

